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Question # 1
Explain what are your weaknesses As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
Red flags: This is the peanut butter to the previous question's jelly. Again, everyone should expect it, so it's a bad sign if someone seems totally unprepared, or gives a
stock answer like, "I'm a perfectionist." Also, of course, candidates crazy enough to blurt out some horrible personality trait should go in the red flagged pile.
Good answer: Candidates should talk about a real weakness they've been working on improving. For instance, they're not good at public speaking, but they've been
taking a course to help them improve. Or maybe they feel that they're easily distracted when working online, but have installed software that helps them stay on task.
Answers like these show a desire for improvement, self awareness and discipline.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
Tell me about a time when you helped resolve a dispute between others?

Answer:-
Be sure to discuss a very specific example. Tell the interviewer what methods you used to solve the problem without focusing on the details of the problem.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
Tell me about a time you had to fire a friend?

Answer:-
Hopefully you've never had to do this, but if you did, talk about how hard it was personally to fire anyone but that you did it objectively.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
Tell me about a time when you had to use your presentation skills to influence someone's opinion As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
Example stories could be a class project, an internal meeting presentation, or a customer facing presentation.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
Do you have any blind spots?

Answer:-
This question is often meant to trick candidates since acknowledgment of blind spots would indicate they were aware of them. Also, do not disclose bad habits or
other personal concerns. Let the interviewer find out about your personal flaws through the course of the interview without directly stating these flaws.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
What is your dream job?

Answer:-
There is almost no good answer to this question, so don't be specific. If you tell the interviewer that the job you're applying for with his/her company is the perfect job
you may loose credibility if you don't sound believable (which you probably won't if you're not telling the truth.) If you give the interviewer some other job the
interviewer may get concerned that you'll get dissatisfied with the position if you're hired. Again, don't be specific. A good response could be, "A job where my work
ethic and abilities are recognized and I can make a meaningful difference to the organization."
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
What motivates you at the work place?
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Answer:-
Keep your answer simple, direct and positive. Some good answers may be the ability to achieve, recognition or challenging assignments.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
Tell me why do you want this job As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: No solid answer, answers that don't align with what the job actually offers, or uninspired answers that show your position is just another of the many
jobs they're applying for.
Good answer: The candidate has clear reasons for wanting the job that show enthusiasm for the work and the position, and knowledge about the company and job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
You have a project due in one hour but a more important emergency that affects business needs to be fixed immediately, what do you do?

Answer:-
Focus on the issue that impacts the business most first.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
How do you handle confidentiality in your work?

Answer:-
Often, interviewers will ask questions to find out the level of technical knowledge As Data Entry Assistant that a candidate has concerning the duties of a care
assistant. In a question such as this, there is an opportunity to demonstrate professional knowledge and awareness. The confidentiality of a person's medical records is
an important factor for a care assistant to bear in mind.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
What do you think about Teamwork?

Answer:-
I enjoy teamwork and am used to shift work. I think I would adapt well to the role. I  am looking for new challenges As Data Entry Assistant and I know I would
learn a lot as cabin crew, not just  about people and places, but skills like first aid too, how can I help others with in my  limits.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
What is the most irritating thing you've experienced about your co-workers?

Answer:-
This question is designed to find out if you get along well on team, with other and whether or not you'll be a fit with the interviewer's organization. It's a trap. Think
real hard but fail to come up anything that irritated you about your co-workers. A short positive response is best.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
Tell me about a time when you had to give someone difficult feedback As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
By asking this question, your interviewer hopes to learn whether you can communicate effectively, address issues in the workplace and motivate others during
difficult times. Giving negative feedback requires honesty, thoughtfulness and tact. Answering this question well can help show an interviewer that you would be a
good fit for a managerial position or a position that involves working closely with others.
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
If you were given more initiatives than you could handle, what would you do?

Answer:-
First prioritize the important activities that impact the business most. Then discuss the issue of having too many initiatives with the boss so that it can be offloaded.
Work harder to get the initiatives done.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Are you able to relocate if required?

Answer:-
Be completely honest and thoughtful with this one. You don't want to wake up one to find out that you're moving to a new city or state and it may be a major factor in
your eligibility for employment. But again, if you don't want to move then the job probably isn't for you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
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How would your boss and co-workers describe you?

Answer:-
First of all, be honest (remember, if you get this job, the hiring manager will be calling your former bosses and co-workers!). Then, try to pull out strengths and traits
you haven't discussed in other aspects of the interview As Data Entry Assistant, such as your strong work ethic or your willingness to pitch in on other projects when
needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
Explain yourself in one line?

Answer:-
When you respond, keep in mind the type of position you are interviewing for like Data Entry Assistant based job, the company culture, and the work environment.
Your answer should help show the interviewer why you're a match for the job and for the company. 
Sample answers are:
* I'm a people person. I really enjoy meeting and working with a lot of different people.
* I'm a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is just right.
* I'm a creative thinker. I like to explore alternative solutions to problems and have an open mind about what will work best.
* I'm efficient and highly organized. This enables me to be as productive as possible on the job.
* I enjoy solving problems, troubleshooting issues, and coming up with solutions in a timely manner.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
How do you measure success?

Answer:-
There may be several good answers. Some include: you're able to set realistic, yet aggressive goals that push you and you're able to achieve them, you go the extra
mile on all projects, client satisfaction is high, your boss is elated at your performance on all projects, etc.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
What's your management style?

Answer:-
The best managers are strong but flexible, and that's exactly what you want to show off in your answer. (Think something like, "While every situation and every team
member requires a bit of a different strategy, I tend to approach my employee relationships as a coach...") Then, share a couple of your best managerial moments, like
when you grew your team from five to 15 or coached an underperforming employee to become the company's top employee.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Tell me about a difficult decision you've made in the last year As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
We all have difficult decisions in our lives. Show how you were able to arrive at it and then how you decisively acted.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
Describe your work style?

Answer:-
Describe the positive aspects of your work style if possible, including: work ethic, attention to detail, interpersonal skills, skill sets (analytical or otherwise),
leadership abilities, communication skills.
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
What differentiates you from the competition?

Answer:-
Think about what you bring to the table that you truly believe is unique - the easiest way to do is to think of your own personal stories that demonstrate your work
ethic, skills, and dedication. Most people have some or all of those skills, but the unique stories are what make people stand out in interviews.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
Why should I hire you As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
To close the deal on a job offer, you MUST be prepared with a concise summary of the top reasons to choose you. Even if your interviewer doesn't ask one of these
question in so many words, you should have an answer prepared and be looking for ways to communicate your top reasons throughout the interview process.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
How many basketballs would fit in this room?
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Answer:-
One. You did not ask what is the maximum number of basketballs you can fit in the room.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
If hired, how do you intend on making a difference with our company?

Answer:-
Dedicate myself to learn everything about the new company that I can, look for ways and ideas that could improve, processes, safety, removing obstacles from the
associates, I want to advance within the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
Why were you fired?

Answer:-
OK, if you get the admittedly much tougher follow-up question as to why you were let go (and the truth isn't exactly pretty), your best bet is to be honest (the
job-seeking world is small, after all). But it doesn't have to be a deal-breaker. Share how you've grown and how you approach your job and life now as a result. If you
can position the learning experience as an advantage for this next job, even better.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
What are your thoughts on failure?

Answer:-
Failure happens. It's a part of life. The key is understanding that you can't be perfect at everything and more importantly you're going to learn from failures to come
out stronger.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Who are your role models? Why?

Answer:-
If possible, cite role models you're truly passionate about - passion is contagious and will show you're being genuine. If the role model is in the same or similar
industry as the company in an executive level position, even better.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
What does "collaboration with teammates" mean to you?

Answer:-
Drinking at the water cooler together is not the best example. Think of how you can collaborate with teammates to generate new ideas, to create initiatives to impact
the business' success for the better (specifically in the department that you're applying for). For example, if you're applying to marketing, collaboration could mean
discussing new ways of social media advertising to reach an audience of over a million people to strengthen the brand awareness of the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
What motivates you to work As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
Describe what makes you passionate about the work. It could be the company's vision, the product, your desire to succeed, the clients, your peers and so on. They key
is to first understand what internally motivates you to do your job and then to emphasize that in a positive way
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
How do you handle conflicts with people you supervise?

Answer:-
At first place, you try to avoid conflicts if you can. But once it happens and there's no way to avoid it, you try to understand the point of view of the other person and
find the solution good for everyone. But you always keep the authority of your position.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
What's been your biggest success to date?

Answer:-
Talk about a story / experience about how you achieved success and be sure to share details on the results and outcome. Have it highlight a strong characteristic such
as leadership, work ethic and so forth.
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
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What type of mentors do you seek out and why?

Answer:-
Think of your top 3 mentors and what attributes they exhibit that you want to emulate. Common attributes include passion, desire, will, leadership, ability to influence
others, intelligence.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
How meticulous are you with details?

Answer:-
Being detailed is important for many types of job roles. Typically you want to highlight how you've done that in previous roles. Example: "Being meticulous is
important to me. In my last job, I had to count the money in the register as a cashier to make sure it matched to the receipts down to the last penny." This was to
ensure there wasn't any "wrongdoing" at the company by any of the cashiers and I was always accurate in my reports.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
What are your personal skills which make you a candidate for the position As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
The list of crucial character traits includes patience, tact, and poise, with personal and cultural sensitivity. One needs the ability to work long hours, with much
walking and some physical tasks. But the most important trait of all is to love people and to have the desire to care for them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
How important is a positive attitude to you?

Answer:-
Incredibly important. I believe a positive attitude is the foundation of being successful - it's contagious in the workplace, with our customers, and ultimately it's the
difference maker.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
Tell me an occasion when you needed to persuade someone to do something?

Answer:-
Interpersonal relationships are a very important part of being a successful care assistant. This question is seeking a solid example of how you have used powers of
persuasion to achieve a positive outcome in a professional task or situation. The answer should include specific details.
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Are You a 'People' Person?

Answer:-
Although it may be phrased a little differently, the gist of this question is clear: 
Do you like being around people? If you don't, being a medical assistant isn't a good fit for you. After all, you'll be working directly with patients throughout the day.
It helps a lot if you sincerely like interacting with them. While answering this question, make sure to mention that you like helping people too. This will drive home
the point that you are a talented medical assistant and would be a valuable part of the team As Data Entry Assistant.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
Do you work well on a team? How would you define teamwork?

Answer:-
I would define team work as getting the job done As Data Entry Assistant whether that means if I have to do more then the guy next to me as long as the work gets
finished.
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
How would you estimate the weight of the Chrysler building?

Answer:-
This is a process guesstimate where the interviewer wants to know if you know what to ask. First, you would find out the dimensions of the building (height, weight,
depth). This will allow you to determine the volume of the building. Does it taper at the top? (Yes.) Then, you need to estimate the composition of the Chrysler
building. Is it mostly steel? Concrete? How much would those components weigh per square inch? Remember the extra step: find out whether you're considering the
building totally empty or with office furniture, people, etc. If you're including the contents, you might have to add 20 percent or so to the building's weight.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
Give me an example of when you competed hard and won?

Answer:-
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You can reference many different areas here when discussing a story of where you won in competition: Work experience (ideal), sports, clubs, classes, projects.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
What is your biggest achievement?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
What problems have you encountered at work?

Answer:-
Wow, do we have problems! Where do I begin? Well, most of the problems are internal, just people not working well with each other. I have one person on our team
who is a real problem, but it seems like management is afraid to do anything about it. So we all end up having to do extra work to cover for this person, who just
doesn't work. We all say that he's retired in place. I think he's just holding on until retirement in a couple years. But he's a real problem. I complain about it--a lot--but
nothing ever seems to get done. I've even written negative reviews about the person, hoping he will get canned, but it doesn't happen. I can't wait for him to retire.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
Have you got any questions?

Answer:-
This is your final opportunity to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job. Now is not the time to ask questions about holidays, pay or
pensions - all these things can be asked later when you get an offer of employment. Now is the time to ask about any reservations that the interviewer may have about
your suitability for the role. You will then give yourself one last chance to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job.
Example  Thank you. I think we have covered everything. Before we finish the interview I would like to take the opportunity to ask if you have any reservations
about my suitability for this role?
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
Describe a typical work week for this position As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
Interviewers expect a candidate for employment to discuss what they do while they are working in detail. Before you answer, consider the position As Data Entry
Assistant you are applying for and how your current or past positions relate to it. The more you can connect your past experience with the job opening, the more
successful you will be at answering the questions.
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
What was the most important task you ever had?

Answer:-
There are two common answers to this question that do little to impress recruiters:
* 'I got a 2.1'
* 'I passed my driving test'
No matter how proud you are of these achievements, they don't say anything exciting about you. When you're going for a graduate job, having a degree is hardly
going to make you stand out from the crowd and neither is having a driving licence, which is a requirement of many jobs.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
What are your salary expectations As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
This question is like a loaded gun, tricky and dangerous if you're not sure what you are doing. It's not uncommon for people to end up talking salary before really
selling their skills, but knowledge is power as this is a negotiation after all. Again, this is an area where doing your research will be helpful as you will have an
understanding of average salary.
One approach is asking the interviewer about the salary range, but to avoid the question entirely, you can respond that money isn't a key factor and you're goal is to
advance in your career. However, if you have a minimum figure in mind and you believe you're able to get it, you may find it worth trying.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
How do you think I rate as an interviewer?

Answer:-
I think you did fine. I'm sure you've conducted a lot of interviews, and it's probably second nature for you now. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today. I'm
sure you have a lot of things you have to juggle every day.
I'd say you rate at least ten out of ten. The questions you asked seemed spot on. I can tell you guys are working hard to find the perfect applicant for the job. I'm glad I
could meet with you.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 49
Do you have good computer skills?

Answer:-
It is becoming increasingly important for medical assistants to be knowledgeable about computers. If you are a long-time computer user with experience with
different software applications, mention it. It is also a good idea to mention any other computer skills you have, such as a high typing rate, website creation, and more.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
How much do you expect to get paid As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
For this be prepared and research salary to find out what similar positions are paying in your area before you go to the interview. Try to find this information out
before giving your salary expectations. You can and should provide a range instead of an exact number. But again, don't say any numbers you're not comfortable with
because if the employer offers you a salary at the lowest end of your range, you don't have much to negotiate with when it comes to getting a higher salary.
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
What does quality work mean to you?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
How do you plan to go by an example for your subordinates?

Answer:-
Sticking to the rules by yourself, working hard and not mind participating on basic tasks is a good answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
Tell me something about your family background?

Answer:-
First, always feel proud while discussing about your family background. Just simple share the details with the things that how they influenced you to work in an
airline field.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Do you work well under pressure?

Answer:-
Yes.. When it comes down to the wire, the best thing I can to remain focused, have some flexibility, and understand priorities.. Giving them attention in the order they
are needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
Why should the we hire you as this position As Data Entry Assistant?

Answer:-
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
What's a time you exercised leadership?

Answer:-
Depending on what's more important for the the role, you'll want to choose an example that showcases your project management skills (spearheading a project from
end to end, juggling multiple moving parts) or one that shows your ability to confidently and effectively rally a team. And remember: "The best stories include
enough detail to be believable and memorable,". Show how you were a leader in this situation and how it represents your overall leadership experience and potential.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
How do you act when you encounter competition?

Answer:-
This question is designed to see if you can rise the occasion. You want to discuss how you are the type to battle competition strongly and then you need to cite an
example if possible of your past work experience where you were able to do so.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 58
What's your salary history?

Answer:-
When you are interviewing for a new job, it is common practice for the company to ask you about your salary history. I typically want to know what the candidate's
base salary is, if they receive any bonus, the average bonus amount, and any additional compensation or perks, such as 500k matching, stock grants or stock options,
paid time off and how much they are required to pay towards their medical premiums.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
How good are you at problem solving?

Answer:-
Describe the problem first and then discuss how you were able to fix it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
Why are you leaving your current job?

Answer:-
This is a toughie, but one you can be sure you'll be asked. Definitely keep things positive-you have nothing to gain by being negative about your past employers.
Instead, frame things in a way that shows that you're eager to take on new opportunities and that the role you're interviewing for is a better fit for you than your
current or last position. For example, "I'd really love to be part of product development from beginning to end, and I know I'd have that opportunity here." And if you
were let go? Keep it simple: "Unfortunately, I was let go," is a totally OK answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
How would your friends describe you?

Answer:-
My friends would probably say that I'm extremely persistent - I've never been afraid to keep going back until I get what I want. When I worked as a program
developer, recruiting keynote speakers for a major tech conference, I got one rejection after another - this was just the nature of the job. But I really wanted the big
players - so I wouldn't take no for an answer. I kept going back to them every time there was a new company on board, or some new value proposition. Eventually,
many of them actually said "yes" - the program turned out to be so great that we doubled our attendees from the year before. A lot of people might have given up after
the first rejection, but it's just not in my nature. If I know something is possible, I have to keep trying until I get it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
How would you define success?

Answer:-
Success is defined differently for everybody. Just make sure the parameters are defined by you with regards to work life balance, financial gain, career growth,
achievements, creating meaningful work / products and so forth. If you can clearly articulate what it means to you that is a strong answer.
Read More Answers.
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